Так само у захисті було відмовлено британському націоналісту, який виставив плакат, з якого було зрозуміло, що він вважав усіх мусульман терористами. А "Наведені вище справи лише невелика частка практики напрацьованої Європейським судом з прав людини. Ця практика демонструє, що держави мають можливості та обов’язок забезпечувати безпеку дотримуючись при цьому прав людини.
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ALTERNATIVE CRIMINAL SANCTIONS IN THE CRIMINAL CODE OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA

Society is changing and the law should follow the changes in the society. The author is focused on the changes in the area of criminal sanctions in the time of transition.

The author deals with the alternative criminal sanctions in the Criminal Code of the Republic of Slovenia. The Criminal Code of the Republic of Slovenia contains three alternative criminal sanctions: imprisonment at the end of the week (weekend arrest), house arrest and community service.

A prison sentence of up to three years, except when imposed for a criminal offence against sexual integrity, may also be enforced so that a convict who meets the conditions provided by the act regulating the enforcement of criminal sanctions continues working or schooling and resides at home, except on work-free days, as a rule at weekends, when he is required to stay in prison. More
detailed conditions regarding the implementation of the sentence shall be defined by the prison. (weekend arrest)\(^1\).

A prison sentence of up to nine months may also be served under house arrest if, considering the level of risk posed by the convicted person, the possibility of the offence being repeated, and the personal, family and professional situation of the convicted person while serving the prison sentence, there is no need for serving the sentence in a prison or, if the sentence must and can be served in an appropriate public institute due to the illness, disability or old age of the convicted person.

While serving a prison sentence, a convicted person may not leave the building or a particular part of the building where he is under house arrest, except where exceptionally allowed by the court for a definite period of time when this is absolutely necessary for the convicted person to ensure vital necessities of life, medical assistance, or to perform work. The court’s adjudication that a sentence should be enforced by house arrest shall, pursuant to the provisions of this Code relating to a suspended sentence, also include custodial supervision and one or more instructions. The court may limit or prohibit a convicted person under house arrest from having any contacts with persons who do not live with him, do not give medical treatment to him or do not supply him, and define in more detail the conditions of house arrest.

If a convicted person leaves the building or a particular part of the building during house arrest without the prior consent of the court or outside the allowed time, or if he fails to comply with restrictions or the prohibition of contact or other house arrest rules imposed by the court, the court may issue a decision to send the convicted person back to prison to serve the remainder of the sentence there.\(^2\)

A prison sentence of up to two years, except when imposed for a criminal offence against sexual integrity, may be enforced so that, instead of serving the prison sentence, the convicted person performs community service for a period of a maximum of two years from the enforcement of the judgment. The extent of work shall be defined so that one day in prison equals two hours of community service. The body responsible for enforcement when determining the work for the convicted person within the work available with implementing organisations shall take into account the convicted person’s professional knowledge and skills and interests with regard to urgent family, educational and vocational obligations with which failure to comply would cause serious damage in meeting these obligations that would be difficult to repair or would be irreparable. Community service shall be performed without compensation.

When deciding on the enforcement of a prison sentence in a manner referred to in the preceding paragraph, the court shall take into account, in particular, the behaviour of the convicted person at the time of making the decision, the risk of the offence being repeated at liberty, the possibility of performing appropriate service and the convicted person’s ability to perform it,
and the personal and family situation of the convicted person during the serving of the prison sentence.

The court’s adjudication that a sentence should be carried out in part as community service shall, pursuant to the provisions of this Code relating to a suspended sentence, also include custodial supervision and one or more instructions.

If a convicted person fails, either fully or in part, to perform community service tasks or significantly fails to comply with instructions within protective supervision or avoids contact with the supervisory officer, or in any other way fails to comply with his community service obligations, the court shall decide, that the imposed prison sentence be enforced so that it corresponds to the work not performed.3

Alternative criminal sanctions were mentioned as substitute for short-term imprisonment but the number of imposed alternative sanctions shows that the aim was not reached.

The author believes that unhidden privileging of the perpetrators of criminal offences on damage of victims raises serious doubts whether the equality before the law guaranteed by the article 14 of the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia is still in force.

The feeling of victims that they are betrayed and without appropriate legal protection because the perpetrators are not sentenced on just deserts, raises serious doubts in justice and the rule of law which are essential elements of every democratic society.
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